
Add NovaMG PRO, an integrated mammography viewer, to 

your enterprise imaging solution and eliminate the need to 

purchase third-party viewers. Gaining the ability to 

ergonomically read a wide variety of breast imaging studies – 

and studies from all other specialties – from a single location, you 

no longer need to move between the workstation or physical 

locations to read studies.

MULTI-MODALITY WORKSTATION 
FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY  

Filled with automation and synchronizations, NovaMG PRO 

enables pre-processing, retrieval, and routing of images with 

comparison studies facilitating rapid loading and reporting. This 

so�ware supports fully integrated voice recognition with an 

available next-generation breast-structured reporting and 

tracking system, improving radiologist accuracy and speed. 

AUTOMATION FOR SPEED 
AND ACCURACY 

Processing large datasets before they are received 

means reading tomosynthesis studies no longer 

slows you down. NovaMG PRO’s tomosynthesis 

management features include cine speed, slice 

reference imaging, and slab thickness control for 

optimal e�ciency. 

READ TOMOSYNTHESIS 
WITH UNMATCHED SPEED 

Providing Breast 
Specialists with the 
Tools for Efficiency 
and Accuracy

• Single-Click Workflow and Quick 
Setup

• View 2D and 3D breast 
tomosynthesis images with a 
picklist of side-by-layouts

• Interrupt feature to easily move 
from one viewer to the next 
without changing layouts

• MRI Breast CAD
• Full suite of synchronized tools 

for current and priors.
• Automated MQSA tracking and 

report generation



Learn more or schedule a live demo at www.novarad.net/novamgpro
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Streamline breast imaging workflow from patient check-in 

through reporting and follow-ups. NovaMG PRO’s tracking and 

reporting capabilities enhance patient care by automating the 

management of patient recalls, reminders, letter generation, 

statistics, and MQSA reports, saving physicians time and money. 

RADIOLOGIST STRUCTURED REPORT 
OPTIONAL TRACKING AND MQSA 
REPORTING 

Accessible over the web and integrated with NovaPACS EI, 

NovaMG PRO enables you to read and collaborate with 

physicians, regardless of location. With the ability to view the 

entire patient workup across the enterprise – whether remotely 

or on-site – radiologists gain access to a wide variety of imaging 

and pathology. 

USE TELEMAMMOGRAPHY TO WORK 
AND COLLABORATE REMOTELY 

For prioritization of critical cases, a notification score appears on 

the worklist, alerting physicians immediately. Image AI improves 

cancer detection by quantifying and classifying suspicious 

regions on mammography images. 

DO MORE WITH ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE 


